Abstract. We study the complexity of approximations to the normalized information distance. We introduce a hierarchy of computable approximations by considering the number of oscillations. This is a function version of the difference hierarchy for sets. We show that the normalized information distance is not in any level of this hierarchy, strengthening previous nonapproximability results. As an ingredient to the proof, we also prove a conditional undecidability result about independence.
Introduction
The normalized information distance NID is a metric for binary strings based on Kolmogorov complexity. It was introduced by Li et al. in [3] , and subsequently studied in a series of papers, cf. [9] , [4, Section 8.4 ]. The NID is interesting for both theoretical and practical reasons. Despite the fact that it is noncomputable, it has a number of surprising practical applications.
In this paper we show that for any computable approximation of NID, the number of oscillations is not bounded by a constant. This improves the nonapproximability result of [8] , and also confirms a conjecture made in that paper.
We recall the following definitions from computability theory. A function F : ω → ω is a ∆ 0 2 -function (also called computably approximable, or limit computable) if there is a computable function f such that lim s→∞ f (x, s) = F (x) for every x. By Shoenfield's Limit Lemma (cf. Odifreddi [5, IV.1 .17]), F is limit computable if and only if F is computable with the Halting Problem ∅ ′ . The following definition gives a fine hierarchy for ∆ 0 2 -functions, by considering the number of oscillations of the approximations. Definition 1.1. Suppose that F is a function from ω to ω. (The definition below applies also to functions with domain or range ω × ω, {0, 1} * , or Q.) Suppose that f is an approximation of F satisfying lim s→∞ f (x, s) = F (x) for every x. The function F is called approximable from below if f can be chosen to be computable and nondecreasing. Similarly, F is approximable from above if f can be chosen to be computable and nonincreasing.
Inductively define the function classes Σ −1 n and Π −1 n as follows.
• F ∈ Σ −1 1 if F is approximable from below.
• F ∈ Π −1 1 if F is approximable from above.
• F ∈ Σ −1 n+1 if F has a computable approximation f such that for every x there exists s such that f (x, t) for t s is a Π −1 n -approximation, and f (x, t) for t < s is nondecreasing.
• F ∈ Π −1 n+1 if F has a computable approximation f such that for every x there exists s such that f (x, t) for t s is a Σ −1 n -approximation, and f (x, t) for t < s is nonincreasing. So Σ −1 n ∪ Π −1 n is the class of functions with a computable approximation that oscillates no more than n times on every x, and beginning by going up for Σ −1 n and by going down for Π −1 n . We call n Σ −1 n ∪ Π −1 n the oscillation hierarchy. The difference hierarchy over the computably enumerable (c.e.) sets was introduced by Ershov, cf. Odifreddi [5, IV.1 .18] and Selivanov [6] . It is a fine hierarchy for the ∆ 0 2 sets, sometimes also referred to as the Boolean hierarchy. It can be seen as an effective version of a classical hierarchy (introduced by Hausdorff) studied in descriptive set theory. An analogous hierarchy (defined over NP) is also studied in complexity theory. Note that for {0, 1}-valued functions (i.e. sets), the oscillation hierarchy above coincides with the difference hierarchy: Σ n with the n-c.e. sets. This also explains the notation that we use for these classes, as the same notation has been used for the difference hierarchy (see e.g. Selivanov [7] ). Just as in the case of sets, an elementary diagonalization argument shows that the oscillation hierarchy does not exhaust the ∆ 0 2 -functions. The main result of this paper (Theorem 11.1) shows that NID is a natural example of such a function. Standard techniques also show that the oscillation hierarchy is proper, that is, that every level of it is strictly included in the next ones. In fact, this follows from the analogous results for sets.
We note that the definition of the classes Σ −1 n and Π −1 n is easily extended to real-valued functions. That a function F is Σ −1 1 is then equivalent to saying that the values F (x) are left c.e. reals in a uniform way.
The information distance D(x, y) between strings x and y is defined as
Here U is a fixed universal prefix machine. Like the Kolmogorov complexity function K, the distance function D is a Π
−1
1 -function, i.e. computably approximable from above. Define E(x, y) = max K(x|y), K(y|x) . Here K denotes the prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity. Up to a logarithmic factor, D and E are equal:
It was proven in Bennett et al. [1] that E is a metric (more precisely, that it satisfies the properties of a metric up to a fixed additive constant). Theorem 3.7 of [9] states that E is minimal among all similar distance functions.
The normalized information distance NID(x, y) is defined as
.
Note that NID, being the ratio of two Π −1
1 -functions, is computable in the limit. It was proved in [8] 
1 , that is, NID is neither computably approximable from below nor from above. (In particular NID is not computable.) The goal of this paper is to improve this to higher levels of the oscillation hierarchy.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, we reprove the nonapproximability result of [8] , using an immunity argument. Next, we discuss the cases Σ 3 case requires a new ingredient, namely an undecidability result about independence that is of independent interest (section 7). We show a conditional undecidability result, namely that, given two random strings, it is undecidable whether they are independent. In fact, we need a stronger form of this result, which takes the form of a conditional immunity statement: It is impossible to effectively generate infinitely many pairs, including infinitely many random pairs, such that all the random pairs in the enumeration are independent.
In section 10.1 we discuss the Π −1
4 case, which builds on the previous cases. The proof is set up in such a way that the pattern needed for the induction proof of the general case is shown. The general case is then treated in section 11.
Our notation is mostly standard. For background about Computability Theory we refer to Odifreddi [5] , and for background about Kolmogorov complexity to Li and Vitányi [4] and Downey and Hirschfeldt [2] . The natural numbers are denoted by ω, and the set of binary strings by {0, 1} * . We use |x| to denote the length of a string x. We use + and = + to denote (in)equality up to fixed additive constants. For example, f (x) + g(x) means that there is a constant c such that for all x, f (x) g(x) + c.
NID is not Σ

−1 1
In this section and below, we consider computable approximations NID s of NID. Note that these now take values in Q.
That NID / ∈ Σ −1 1 was proven in [8] , but we give a new proof here. Lemma 2.1. Consider pairs of strings x,y such that |x| = |y| = n.
Proof. To prove (i), note that there is a sequence of pairs (x, y) for which NID(x, y) converges to 1. For example, one can take x random and y = 0 n (that is, a sequence of n zeros). Then NID(x, y) = K(x|n) K(x) , which for random x converges to 1 when |x| → ∞.
To prove (ii), note that for x = y we have
, which converges to 0, as K(x) grows unbounded for |x| → ∞.
Recall that a set is immune if it is infinite, but it does not contain an infinite c.e. subset. Immune sets were introduced by Post, and they play an important role in computability theory, cf. [5] .
Theorem 2.2. (Barzdins)
The set of random strings
Proof. Cf. Theorem 2.7.1 in [4] . The result is stated there for the plain complexity C, but it equally holds for the prefix-free complexity K. Proof. First note that X is infinite by Lemma 2.1 (i). Now suppose for a contradiction that A is an infinite c.e. subset of X. Without loss of generality A is computable. It follows that we can generate an infinite computable sequence (x n , y n ) such that NID(x n , y n ) > r. Since the sequence is computable we have that the numerator E(x n , y n ) of NID is bounded by a fixed constant (not depending on n). However, since the denominator max{K(x n ), K(y n )} grows unbounded for n → ∞ (as K grows unbounded), it is impossible that NID(x n , y n ) > r for all n. 
is bounded by a constant, and it follows from this that we can compute K(x) on an infinite computable subset of ω. But this is impossible by the usual compression argument.
More precisely; suppose E(x, x) c for all x. Then
for every x. Let K s and NID s denote the Π −1 1 -approximations of K and NID. As
we may never actually see s such that
Ks(x) . However, we may fix a precision ε (depending on x) such that this holds to within ε. The precision needed to distinguish the values
is not computable we take a computable upper bound ε = . Now let 1 b c be minimal such that for infinitely many x there is s such that
Since for almost all of the x for which (1) holds, K s (x) is equal to the final value K(x) (because by monotonicity of the approximations, the final value cannot change), we see that we can compute K on an infinite computable subset, which is known to be impossible. Namely, this would entail that we could effectively find strings of large complexity, which is impossible by Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 4.1. There is no computable sequence of pairs (x n , y n ) with
and hence max{K(x), K(y)} > n. Hence the existence of a sequence (x n , y n ) as in the statement of the lemma would contradict that it is impossible to effectively generate high-complexity strings: If we could generate pairs of strings (x, y) such that at least one of x, y was of complexity at least n, then by concatenating x and y we could generate strings of complexity at least Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that NID is Σ −1 2 , that is, it has a computable approximation that first goes up and then goes down. As there are infinitely many pairs (x, y) for which NID(x, y) > 3 4 , we can effectively find infinitely many pairs (x, y), with x and y of the same length, such that the approximation initially indicates (in the going up phase) that NID(x, y) > 2 -approximation has to come down subsequently. Indeed, for any given ε > 0 it has to come down to below ε for some pair (x, y), for otherwise we would again contradict Proposition 2.3. This means we can thin out the sequence of pairs (x, y) to a computable subsequence (x n , y n ) such that NID(x n , y n ) < 1 n for every n. But this contradicts Lemma 4.1.
NID is not
Below we will use the following facts about prefix-free complexity. For a string x, we let x * denote a minimal program for x.
We will use the following theorem (Symmetry of Information), due to Levin and Gács and also Chaitin:
Since for strings x and y of the same length we have K(xy) = + K(x, y), in that case we have
(2) Below we also use the elementary fact that for strings x of length n we have
We will also make use of the following result, which is a consequence of Symmetry of Information.
n, and y is random relative to x, i.e. K(y|x * ) n. Then x is random relative to y: K(x|y * ) n − c log n, where c is a constant not depending on x and y.
Proof. By Theorem 5.1,
By (3) and the assumption K(y|x * ) n, the LHS is bounded by 2 log n. Considering the RHS, it then follows from K(x) n that K(x|y * ) n − c log n.
Before we prove the theorem, we do some preliminary calculations. Consider pairs of strings x, y with |x| = |y| = n, with n even, such that x = ax 0 and y = ay 0 for some string a of length 1 2 n. That is, x and y both have their first half equal to a.
For any string a, suppose that x 0 and y 0 are random relative to each other and also to a. More precisely, we assume that
where d is a constant, not depending on a or n. By elementary counting of programs, 1 for any ε > 0 there is a constant d such that for all a, the fraction of all pairs x 0 ,y 0 satisfying (5) exceeds 1 − ε. For definiteness, we choose d such that (5) holds for a majority of 3 4 of all pairs x 0 and y 0 . We now show that for a random NID(x, y) is large, and that for a compressible NID(x, y) is small.
First suppose that a is random, i.e. K(a) |a| = 1 2 n. By (2) and (5) above we have
Similarly we have K(ay 0 ) + n − d. Using this and (4) gives
Here ≈ denotes asymptotical equality. For the discussion below, we fix a small number α > 0 such that for almost all x, y as above we have
If on the other hand a is compressible (say K(a)
4 n, and similarly K(ay 0 ) + 3 4 n. This gives
For the discussion below, we fix a small number β > 0 such that for almost all x, y as above we have
Theorem 5.3. NID is not Π −1
2 . Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that NID ∈ Π −1 2 , and let NID s denote a Π −1 2 -approximation of NID. Note that NID s consists of an initial going down phase, followed by a final going up phase. Let α and β be as in (6) and (7) . We have two cases. Case 1. Suppose that for almost all lengths n, for all pairs x, y of the form above we have that
We show that this assumption implies that there is an effective procedure to enumerate random strings a as follows. Consider all pairs x = ax 0 and y = ay 0 , with |x 0 | = |y 0 | = |a|. Enumerate a if for most strings x 0 and y 0 we have found s such that NID s (x, y) < 1 2 + α, where by "most" we mean a majority of 3 4 of all pairs x 0 , y 0 (cf. the discussion following (5) above). By (6), if a is random then NID(x, y) < 1 2 + α for most pairs x 0 , y 0 , hence a is enumerated. Conversely, if a is enumerated, then by the assumption (8) it cannot be that NID(x, y) > 2 3 − β, for then there could be no s such that NID s (x, y) < 1 2 for any x 0 , y 0 . Thus by (7) we cannot have K(a) 1 2 |a|. Hence we have an enumeration of random strings a that enumerates all strings with K(a) |a| and no strings with K(a) 1 2 |a|. By the immunity of the set of random strings (Theorem 2.2) this is impossible.
Case 2. In the opposite of Case 1, we have that for infinitely many pairs x, y of the form above, NID(x, y) > Since in both cases we have reached a contradiction, we conclude that
This follows with the same argument as for Σ −1 2 , using Lemma 4.1. We need again that the Π −1 2 -phase is really used infinitely often, but this was proven already for the Π −1 2 case.
Immunity and independence
As an ingredient for the proofs to come, we need a result about the undecidability of independence of random strings. More precisely, we need that there is no algorithm that, given two random strings of the same length, can decide whether they are independent or not, where it is agreed that the algorithm may fail to converge or to give the right answer if one or both of the strings are not random. In fact, we need something stronger, namely the following immunity property of independence.
Fix a small real number r > 0. We define the following sets of pairs:
So R is the set of random pairs, and I the set of independent random pairs.
2
Definition 7.1. (i) We say that a set Y is decidable conditional to X if there is a partial computable function ϕ such that for all x, x ∈ X =⇒ ϕ(x) is defined and Y (x) = ϕ(x).
(ii) We say that a set Y is immune conditional to X if there is no c.e. set A such that A ∩ X is infinite and A ∩ X ⊆ Y .
Note that for X = ω this is just classical immunity from computability theory. In the classical case, one can always take A to be computable, since every infinite c.e. set contains a computable subset. However, in the conditional case this is no longer true, since A ∩ X need not be c.e. For Y ⊆ X, we have that Y is not immune conditional to X if there is an algorithm that enumerates elements, including infinitely many from X, such that all the elements from X that are enumerated are in Y . The algorithm may also enumerate numbers outside X, and these may fail to be included in Y .
Note that if Y ∩ X is infinite, and Y is decidable conditional to X, then Y is not immune conditional to X. Hence, conditional immunity is a strong form of conditional undecidability.
Theorem 7.2. The set of independent pairs I is immune conditional to R.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there exists a c.e. set A such that A ∩ R is infinite and A ∩ R ⊆ I. Consider n such that A contains a random pair (x, y) of strings of length n. (By assumption, there exist infinitely many such n.) Also, by assumption, (x, y) ∈ I, and w.l.o.g. K(y|x) rn. Since K(y|x * ) = + K(y|x, K(x)), it follows from (2) that
Here we have used K(z) + 2 log z twice. The third inequality holds because
. We obtain a contradiction by describing xy with fewer bits as follows.
Consider the "last" string σ of length n found to be nonrandom, that is, for the approximation K t of K we have K t (σ) < n for some t, and for any other nonrandom string τ of length n we also have K t (τ ) < n. Hence knowing σ allows us to decide for every string of length n whether it is random or not. Thus we can compute from σ the first random pair (x, y) of strings of length n enumerated into A. Since |σ| = n, we have K(xy) + n. But for large enough n this contradicts K(xy) + n + rn − O(log n).
Note that the undecidability of I, given R, follows from the conditional immunity in the theorem. We can think of A as an algorithm that generates pairs, including infinitely many random pairs, such that every random pair it includes is independent. By the theorem, such an algorithm does not exist.
NID is not Σ
−1 3
The idea of the proof is as follows. As for the Π −1 2 -case, we consider pairs of strings x, y with |x| = |y| = n, but instead of the first halves being equal to a common string a we now consider x = a 0 x 0 and y = b 0 y 0 , with
3 , we will have a case distinction as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, but now instead of enumerating random strings a (as in Case 1 of that theorem), we will have a procedure to enumerate pairs a 0 , b 0 that are dependent but random, which will produce the desired contradiction.
Before we prove the theorem, we perform some auxiliary calculations that will be used in the proof. Suppose x = a 0 x 0 , y = b 0 y 0 are strings of length n such that |a 0 | = |b 0 | = |x 0 | = |y 0 | = 1 2 n. Assume that x 0 and y 0 are random relative to each other, and also to a 0 and b 0 . More precisely, we assume that
where d is a constant. By elementary counting of programs (in the same way as for (5)), for any ε > 0 there is a constant d (not depending on a 0 , b 0 , or n) such that the fraction of all pairs x 0 , y 0 satisfying (9) exceeds 1 − ε. For definiteness, we choose d such that (9) holds for a majority of 7 8 of all pairs x 0 and y 0 . First suppose that a 0 and b 0 are random and dependent, more precisely:
• K(a 0 |b 0 ) rn and
Here r > 0 is a small rational number, say r = 1 10 for definiteness. By (2) and (9) we have
The last expression is asymptotically smaller than 1 2 + r. We fix a small number α such that for almost all a 0 , b 0 as above we have
Second suppose that a 0 and b 0 are independent, more precisely:
• K(a 0 |b 0 ) and also K(b 0 y 0 ) n + 2 log n + O(1). Furthermore,
and similarly K(b 0 y 0 |a 0 x 0 ) + n − O(log n). This gives
Since this expression converges to 1, we can let β > 0 be a small number such that for almost all x, y as above we have
3 . Proof. Assume for a contradiction that NID s is a Σ −1 3 -approximation of NID. In the following, we refer to the three phases of the Σ −1 3 -approximation NID s by phase 1 (going up), 2 (going down), and 3 (going up), respectively. We let α and β be as in (10) Note that A is a c.e. set, and that A is infinite. In fact, for any r > 0 and for almost all pairs x, y such that NID(x, y) > r, there exists s such that NID s (x, y) > r in phase 1. Namely, if for some r this were not the case, we would see infinitely many pairs x, y with NID s (x, y) > r in phase 3, contradicting the immunity of Proposition 2.3. Now we argue that also infinitely many pairs for which the NID is small have to enter A. As before, we consider pairs x = a 0 x 0 , y = b 0 y 0 of length n with |a 0 | = |b 0 | = |x 0 | = |y 0 |.
Claim: There exist infinitely many pairs a 0 , b 0 such that for a fraction of at least 3 4 of the pairs x 0 , y 0 ,
To prove the claim, first note that by (10), the third item follows from the first two, provided x 0 and y 0 satisfy (9) . Suppose the claim is false, so that for almost every a 0 , b 0 , for a fraction of > • This enumeration includes all a 0 , b 0 that are random and independent, since by (11) for these pairs we have NID(x, y) > 1 − β, and by the assumption following (9) there are at least a fraction of 
Here γ is a small number to be determined later. We show that this implies that there is an effective procedure to enumerate infinitely many pairs a 0 , b 0 , at least one of which is random. Consider all pairs x = a 0 x 0 , y = b 0 y 0 with |a 0 | = |b 0 | = |x 0 | = |y 0 |. Enumerate the pair a 0 , b 0 if for a majority of at least 3 4 of the pairs x 0 , y 0 we have found s such that NID s (x, y) < 1 2 + α in phase 2. First, by the Claim above, there are infinitely many pairs a 0 , b 0 that are enumerated.
Second, if the pair a 0 , b 0 is enumerated, then a 0 and b 0 cannot both be compressible, by the assumption (12). Namely, suppose that both K(a 0 ) 3 . We fix γ > 0 to be a small number such that NID(x, y) > 2 3 − γ holds for all but finitely many of these a 0 , b 0 . Then if (12) holds, for all but finitely many of the enumerated pairs a 0 , b 0 , at least one of them has high complexity.
In conclusion, we have an enumeration of infinitely many pairs a 0 , b 0 , at least one of which has high complexity. But such an enumeration cannot exist, by the immunity of the random strings. This shows that Case 1 cannot hold.
Case 2. In the opposite case, we have that (12) does not hold. Hence for infinitely many pairs x, y we have that NID(x, y) > 2 3 − γ, but there exists s such that NID s (x, y) 2 3 − γ in phase 2. This means that this has to be corrected in phase 3, so that infinitely often we see NID s (x, y) > 2 3 − γ in phase 3. But this contradicts the immunity from Proposition 2.3.
Since we have reached a contradiction in both cases, we conclude that
This follows from the Σ In this section we prove that Π −1 4 is needed for examples of a specific form. The proof of this exhibits all the ingredients needed for the general case, which we prove in section 11.
We start by giving an informal overview of the proof. As before, we let NID s denote a computable approximation of NID. Assuming NID s is a Π −1 4 -approximation, for given x,y we label the four phases of the approximation NID s (x, y) as follows:
We consider pairs of strings x = a 0 a 1 x 1 and y = b 0 b 1 y 1 such that |x| = |y| = n, |a i | = |b i |, and |x 1 | = |y 1 |. We write x 0 = a 1 x 1 and y 0 = b 1 y 1 .
The typical situation is as follows: First x and y look random and independent, forcing NID s to guess a value close to 1. Next, a dependency between a 0 and b 0 is found, which forces NID s down. Then, if a 0 and b 0 are found to be compressible, NID s is forced up again. This reasoning shows that Π 2 is needed for x = a 0 x 0 and y = b 0 y 0 when x 0 and y 0 are random and sufficiently independent. Next, we repeat this argument, but now with a 1 and b 1 instead of a 0 and b 0 . We work in the subset of strings where phase 2 of the approximation ends high, after a 0 and b 0 have been found to be compressible. For this to work, we need to assume that a 0 and b 0 are negligible in length compared to a 1 and b 1 , so we choose the latter of a much larger length (in fact, so large that it actually does not matter whether a 0 ,b 0 are compressible or not). Now we repeat the argument, with x 1 and y 1 random and sufficiently independent. First, if a dependency between a 1 and b 1 is found, this forces NID s down (this is phase 3). Finally, if a 1 and b 1 are found to be compressible, NID s is forced up again (phase 4). This shows that four phases are needed for pairs x,y of this specific form. To implement this informal proof scheme, we need to specify the extent to which the strings are random, independent, or compressible, and also what "high" and "low" means.
Keeping the notation from above, we further use the notation
For all of the discussion below, we assume that x 1 ,y 1 are random and independent:
for some fixed constant c not depending on a 0 ,b 0 ,a 1 ,b 1 , or n. This holds for most x 1 ,y 1 in the same way as we had before in (9) and (5). There are three cases. Case 1. First suppose that x 0 ,y 0 are independent and random with respect to a 0 ,b 0 . More precisely, we assume in this case that the following analogue of (9) holds:
By (3) we have
Furthermore, by (14) we have
Noting that |x 0 | = |y 0 | = (1 − q 0 )n, this gives
Case 2. Second, suppose that a 1 ,b 1 are random and dependent. Precisely:
Here we let r > 0 be a fixed small rational number, say r = 1 10 for definiteness. For the denominator of NID(x, y) we have
Note that (2) still holds if we know q 0 and q 1 . Likewise, K(b 0 b 1 y 1 ) + n − q 0 n − c.
Next, for the numerator of NID(x, y) we have
Similarly, we have
Case 3. Third, suppose that both a 1 and b 1 are compressible: 
We now choose the parameters q 0 , q 1 , and r that suit our needs. For the proof below we need that there is a gap between the expressions (15), (16), and (17), namely
A straightforward computation shows that both of these inequalities are satisfied whenever q 0 < rq 1 and r 1 3
(18) so we assume this from now on. (Note that we had previously already fixed r to be 1 10 .) As the inequalities in (15), (16), and (17) hold asymptotically, for n → ∞, and for our choice of the parameters q 0 , q 1 , and r there is a gap between the "low" expression (16) and the "high" expressions (15) and (17), we can fix two rational constants H (for high) and L (for low) with H > L so that for almost all lengths n, NID(x, y) > H in Cases 1 and 3, and NID(x, y) < L in Case 2. Now we are ready to prove the following Proof. We use the notation and the choice of parameters from the discussion above. In particular we have fixed values for q 0 , q 1 , r, H, and L. As before, NID s denotes a computable approximation of NID. The first four oscillations of NID s are indicated by phase 1 (going down), phase 2 (up), phase 3 (down), and phase 4 (up). Let A 0 be the set of pairs (x, y) where phase 2 ends high after a 0 and b 0 have been found to be compressible:
We note that A 0 is a c.e. set. The analysis in the proof of Theorem 5.3 shows that A 0 is infinite, namely, A 0 includes infinitely many pairs x = a 0 x 0 , y = b 0 y 0 for which a 0 ,b 0 are compressible and x 0 ,y 0 are random and independent. In Theorem 5.3 this was shown for a 0 = b 0 and q 0 = 1 2 , but the proof works equally well for arbitrary q 0 , using the computation preceding (15). (The reason that we do not assume a 0 = b 0 here is to have a closer analogy with the reasoning at subsequent stages of the proof.)
Now consider the parts x 0 = a 1 x 1 and y 0 = b 1 y 1 in the set of pairs (x, y) ∈ A 0 . The pairs a 1 ,b 1 cannot all be random, for then we could enumerate an infinite set of random strings, as A 0 is c.e., so some of these pairs a 1 ,b 1 must be compressible.
Also, among these pairs a 1 ,b 1 are infinitely many random pairs (i.e. where both parts are random), because, as note above, A 0 includes infinitely many pairs for which x 0 ,y 0 are random. Not all of these random pairs can have a 1 ,b 1 independent, because this would violate the conditional immunity of Theorem 7.2.
Hence among these a 1 ,b 1 are infinitely many random and dependent a 1 ,b 1 (as in Case 2 above), which means that NID s has to go low on these (assuming x 1 ,y 1 are random and independent) in phase 3: There exists s such that NID s (x, y) < L.
If phase 3 would stay high on almost all of the (x, y) ∈ A 0 for which a 1 ,b 1 are compressible, then if phase 3 goes low on a 1 ,b 1 for most x 1 ,y 1 , then at least one of a 1 ,b 1 must be random. Since by the above, phase 3 does go low infinitely often for such a 1 ,b 1 , this implies that we can enumerate infinitely many random strings, contradicting Theorem 2.2.
We conclude that phase 3 goes low for infinitely many compressible a 1 ,b 1 (and x 1 ,y 1 random and independent): There are infinitely many (x, y) ∈ A 0 such that a 1 and b 1 are compressible (as in Case 3) and such that there exists s with NID s (x, y) < L in phase 3. As for these x,y actually NID(x, y) > H, this approximation has then to be corrected in phase 4. Consider the set A 1 = (x, y) ∈ A 0 | a 1 , b 1 compressible ∧ ∃s NID s (x, y) > H in phase 4 .
Again, A 1 is c.e., and we conclude from the above that A 1 is infinite. As NID s was an arbitrary computable approximation, this proves the theorem.
11. NID is not Σ −1 n for any n The following theorem confirms a conjecture made in [8] .
Theorem 11.1. NID is not in Σ −1 n for any n 1. Proof. We prove this by induction on k. The case k = 1 was treated in Theorem 5.3, and the case k = 2 in Theorem 10.1. The proof of the latter was set up in sufficient generality that it will in fact give us the general case without much extra effort.
We prove a statement that is slightly stronger. The induction hypothesis is that Π is infinite. In particular, the theorem holds for k + 1.
Of course, Theorem 11.1 implies that also NID / ∈ Π −1 n for any n. This means that for any computable approximation of NID, the number of oscillations cannot be bounded by a fixed constant n.
We note that, although the Σ From the proof of Theorem 11.1 it is obvious that the examples of pairs of strings x,y forcing the changes in the approximation NID s are of rather long length. It would be interesting to have a more careful analysis of these lengths. 
